Simplifying ectasia screening with corneal and anterior segment tomography

* A tomografia de córnea e segmento anterior na propedêutica do exame complementar na avaliação de ectasia
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The evolution of refractive surgery has led to a need for advanced screening and diagnostic methods to investigate ectasia. Since the advent of corneal topography\(^{(1)}\), which examines in detail the anterior surface of the cornea, new technologies have emerged that improve the characterisation of the cornea on a tomographic level\(^{(2)}\).

Corneal tomography\(^{(2)}\), through its anterior and posterior elevation maps, the profile of pachymetric progression and indices such as ART (Ambrosio Relational Thinnest) and the parameter D (deviation), is useful in the screening and differentiation between normal and diseased corneas or those susceptible to disease.

Furthermore, the tomography of the cornea and anterior segment\(^{(3)}\) provides data such as Scheimplug images, lens densitometry, the positioning of intraocular lenses, and the angle, volume and depth of the anterior chamber.

This article demonstrates the importance of corneal tomography to exclude the suspicion of keratoconus using tomographic indices and to diagnose a subluxated lens using other anterior chamber data, such as nasal-temporal asymmetry.

**Case report**

**Clinical data and diagnostic tests**

A 16-year-old male patient with suspected keratoconus was referred to our service to perform a tomography of the cornea and anterior segment. The patient had no personal or family history of ophthalmic or systemic disease. He had undergone corneal topography with simulated keratometry of 45.80@178°/48.70 in the right eye (RE) and 45.20@174°/48.50 in the left eye (LE), with inconclusive results. Central pachymetry was 580 and 585 µm in the RE and LE, respectively.

3D corneal tomography\(^{(1,3)}\), through its anterior and posterior elevation maps, the profile of pachymetric and indices such as ART (Ambrosio Relational Thinnest) and the parameter D (deviation), can help to differentiate between normal and diseased corneas or those susceptible to disease, as the test provides higher sensitivity and specificity\(^{(4)}\).

The test can be interpreted using the Belin/Ambrosio Enhanced Display (BAD) software, which is used to identify or exclude disease in suspected cases and to evaluate corneas susceptible to post-Lasik ectasia.

Figure 1 A shows the anterior sagittal topographic map of the RE with simulated keratometry of 44.1 @ 179.8/48.1. Figure 1 B, shows the same map for the LE with simulated keratometry of 45.1 @ 177.8/48.2. Both eyes had an increased curvature with a slight superior asymmetry.

Figures 2 and 3 show anterior and posterior elevation maps, subtraction maps, pachymetric progression curves, and pachymetric progression indices for the RE and LE, respectively. Figure 2 shows normal anterior and posterior elevation maps and subtraction maps moving towards the green area (<12 µm), which represents comfort and safety. Pachymetric progression charts, especially the Percentage Thickness Increase (PTI) described by Ambrosio et al.,\(^{(5)}\) show an escape at 6.0 mm, but still within the 95% confidence interval, thus confirming a normal pachymetric distribution.

While studying deviation indices (parameter D) in BAD, Ambrosio et al. (unpublished data, 2010) showed that the best cut-off value to differentiate eyes with keratoconus from normal eyes is 1.6. Our patient had 1.06, which is below the cut-off value.

A study by Ambrosio et al.\(^{(6)}\) shows that the ROC curves for average and maximum ART (Ambrosio Relational Thinnest, which studies the thinnest point on the index of pachymetric progression) are 0.987 and 0.983, respectively. The best cut-off values for average and maximum ART to differentiate normal eyes from those with keratoconus are 424 and 339, respectively. Dividing the thinnest point by the average and maximum pachymetric progression indices for the RE we found average and maximum ART values of 578 and 452, respectively, well above the cut off value.

Figure 3 shows the same corneal tomography indices for
the LE. Anterior and posterior elevation maps and subtraction maps show that the LE is within the green area (<12 μm). PTI (5) also shows an escape at 6.0 mm, similar to the RE, but also within the 95% confidence interval. The parameter D is 0.96, and dividing the thinnest point by the average and maximum pachymetric progression indices we found average and maximum ART values of 618 and 485, respectively.

According to parameters presented by Ambrosio et al.(4-6), both eyes had no tomographic signs characteristic of keratoconus; therefore, the condition can be excluded in this case. Supplementing the diagnostic investigation with a tomography of the cornea and anterior segment (3) provides important data on the cornea as well as Scheimpflug images, lens densitometry, the positioning of intraocular lenses, and information about the anterior chamber such as angle, volu-

chamber depth was seen (Figure 4), as well as an inferior decentralisation of the lens in the Scheimpflug image of the RE (Figure 5).

The tomography of the cornea and anterior segment (5) provides important data on the cornea as well as Scheimpflug images, lens densitometry, the positioning of intraocular lenses, and information about the anterior chamber such as angle, volu-

Figure 2. B/A Enhanced ectasia of the right eye

Figure 3. B/A Enhanced ectasia of the left eye

Figure 4. Map of anterior chamber depth. Note the asymmetry between the nasal and temporal sides of the right eye

Figure 5. Scheimplufg image showing temporal inferior decentralisation of the lens without mydriasis

Figure 6. Biomicroscopy (without mydriasis)
me, and depth. Measurement of anterior chamber depth is done considering the distance from the endothelium at the corneal apex to the anterior curvature of lens, in millimeters. In addition, it can be measured manually at any position of the anterior segment, which is extremely important especially in the pre- and postoperative evaluation of candidates to intraocular implants in phakic eyes.

In view of these observations from the map of anterior chamber depth and the Scheimplug image of the RE, a biomicroscopy was performed (Figure 6), showing no alterations. When the test was repeated with mydriasis, the Scheimpflug image showed a clearly visible lens zonule (Figures 7 A and B) and the biomicroscopy showed an inferior temporal subluxation of the lens (Figures 8 A and B). The patient was referred back to his primary physician with all the necessary recommendations.

**CONCLUSION**

Considering the constant technological innovations in refractive surgery, the tomography of the cornea and anterior segment stands out as an important test to detect, monitor and exclude disease with greater precision.

The term “tomography of the anterior segment” has been used to describe the diagnostic methods which provide a complete analysis of the region, either through the Scheimpflug principle, optical coherence or high frequency ultrasound.

In our case, analysis of the anterior segment using Scheimpflug images allowed us to exclude the suspicion of ectasia based on corneal tomography indices and to diagnose a subluxation of the lens, seen as an asymmetry in the map of anterior chamber depth.

This article shows that tomography can be very helpful in the diagnostic investigation of diseases of the cornea and anterior segment.
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